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F Symbols 

 
Face (blemish on) (ark) - interference with progress involving one’s expression of their self-

image. 

Face (bruised) (ark) - injury to one’s self-image through error or omission causing suffering; 

one’s self countenance has been sullied due to lust in the lesser etheric body. 

Face (skin eruptions (260) - skin eruptions on the face or any portion of the body in a dream is 

symbolic of one having injured his self-countenance or image picture in the lesser etheric body, 

and that his ego is being penetrated by the fiery telepathic astral bacteria of the subtle worlds.  

Their guardian angel is telling them that they are subjected to some person or condition in the 

waking world depleting their self-confidence and vitality. 

Face (pimple) (261) - pimples seen in a dream denote scars on the etheric body from repression 

and difficulty.    

Face (washing) (ark) - cleansing of the self-image and expression. 

Falling - a misstep on the path leading to a humiliation initiation. 

Falling (on buttocks) (ark) - humiliation lesson that temporarily halts one’s progress. 

Falling (on head) (ark) - humiliation lesson caused by lust. 

Falling (upon awakening) - to feel that one has been in a state of falling just previous to 

awakening from the state of sleep indicates that one is in need of training so that he may have an 

effortless return to the physical body on awakening.   

Fan - to be cleansed, to sift, to purge and to cool off a heated emotional or mental atmosphere. 

Fat (person) - indulgence. 

Father (ark) - can represent the physical father or God the Father.  (Note accompanying symbols 

to determine.) 

Father (a car painter) (ark) - is symbolic of God the Father. 

Feather (blue) (ark) - emotional, mental and spiritual peace. 

Feather (golden Peacock) (IS) - Seraphim Angel. 

Feather (green) - healing. 

Feather (pink) ark - sensitivity. 

Feather (white) - sacrifice.  Feather with blood at its tip indicates martyrdom.  Feather on a quill 

represents the Record Angel who is telling the dreamer to write what he sees and hears in Holy-
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Spirit experience. 

Feet - to see feet in a dream or vision symbolizes progress, advancement, support, 

understanding. 

(Also see foot, legs and running.) 

Feet (dc) - willing and progress. 

Feet (arch of foot) - one is being shown that he is ready to overcome a situation.   

Feet (bare) - if there is a feeling of freedom and joy, it is the symbol that he has attained spiritual 

humility.   If there is a feeling of embarrassment, it is a symbol that one is to be ridiculed or 

exposed. (ark) If one is unconscious as to their placement, one may have a rude awakening. 

Feet (heel) - indicates that he had made himself vulnerable or has exposed himself in some 

manner to danger or condemnation.  He is also being warned that he has a weakened place in his 

ego which makes him vulnerable to flattery.   If one sees the right heel beneath the foot, it is a 

symbol that he will overcome his weakness and crush it.   

Feet (running a race with someone else) - indicates that the dreamer is to be challenged by a 

competitive person or situation. 

Feet (supine or lying position) - a dying state or state of inertia. 

Feet (still) - if the feet are still, they represent support or understanding. 

Feet (tiptoe) - if one is tiptoeing in a dream, he should proceed in his affairs with tact and 

diplomacy. 

Feet (Teacher or Being with feet on the floor) (IS) - means the one seen is living on the earth.  

If his feet are above floor, he is in the etheric or omniscient state.  If he is seated in a yoga 

posture, this is the sign of Master-omnipresent powers or being permanently conjoined with his 

protégé apprentice in the earth. 

Feet (toes being tickled) (ark) - one is making progress through exploration. (See response to 

bare feet above for additional insight.) 

Feet (walking on uneven stones - indicates that a difficult portion of the path now faces one.   

Feet (if stones are sharp) - this denotes a painful new and unfamiliar experience requiring 

sacrifice and self-restraint.    

Feet (walking on smooth stones)- this indicates that one will experience a recurrence of 

something of a familiar nature he has experienced in other lives. 

Fence - protection, insulation; also signifying one’s limitations within a confinement area. 
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Fence (corroded wire) (ark) - corrosion of one’s protection and insulation within a mental 

confinement area from abuse of privilege. 

Fence (metal) - protection, insulation; also signifying one’s limitations within a mental 

confinement area.   

Fence (old) - abuse of privilege. 

Fence (black rod iron) - protection and insulation within a confined area as one explores the 

will.   

Fence (white) - spiritual protection within a confined area. 

Fence (wooden) - protection by nature within a confined area. 

Fern - symbol of protection; also indicates future comfort and comfort logos; the symbol of the 

psychic power to be raised to the spiritual.  Frond or bud of fern symbolizes the power to 

comfort others; the Comforter Logos (St. John 14:16). 

Field (barren) (ark) - means rejection; also a dead life force. 

Field (green) (ark) - healing pastures that signify abundance and optimism for the future.   

Fingernails (ark) - to dream that a man has long black fingernails, suggests that he is very in 

touch with issues related to secrecy, death, sorcery, or danger. 

Fingers: 

• Fingers (index) - the influence finger. 

• Fingers (middle) - mentality finger. 

• Fingers (ring) (ark) - soul or consciousness finger. 

• Fingers (small) (Research #34, p.202) - reverence finger.   

• Fingers (thumb) - authority finger. 

THE FIVE VITAL AIRS (works with the five pranas) thru mudra action:1 

• Index Finger - Knowledge; Infinity.  Ruled by Jupiter. 

• Little Finger - Buddhi; Communication; Reverence.  Ruled by Mercury. 

• Middle Finger - Wisdom; Life; Intelligence.  Ruled by Saturn. 

• Ring Finger - Vitality; Energy; Death.  Ruled by the Sun.  

• Thumb - Ego; Will.  Ruled by Mars. 

LEFT:  

 
1Ann Ree Colton, The Five Vital Airs 
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• Fingers (left index) - danger of submission to hypnotic influence from the astral guru 

level or from some psychical person using hypnotic powers. 

• Finger (left marriage) - relates to physical partnership lessons.  To dream of a ring upon 

the left-hand marriage finger means that one has made an agreement to walk the left-hand 

path. 

• Fingers (left middle) - one is using the negative side of his intellect. 

• Fingers (left small) (Research #34, p.202) - to see a left small finger in a vision or dream 

denotes that one is irreverent and is inclined to materialistic interpretation in his life and 

affairs. 

• Fingers (left thumb) - when seen in a dream indicates force, aggression, dominance, 

tyranny.  

• Fingers (left index of one’s own hand) - one is being shown that he is using the hypnotic 

will to nullify the will of another person.  

• Fingers (left index of another person) - indicates the danger of submission to hypnotic 

influence from the astral guru level or from some psychical person using hypnotic 

powers. 

• Fingers (left middle of another person) - this denotes that one is exposed to the 

untrained thoughts of the person, or that he is receiving negative telepathies from an 

inverted source. 

RIGHT: 

• Finger (right index) - one is being given assurance that he is under guidance, and that he 

is preparing to learn true discrimination. 

• Finger (right marriage) - relates to spiritual initiation, or spiritual marriage between the 

soul and the spirit; seeing a ring on the marriage finger indicates spiritual initiation.  A 

gold ring indicates spiritual initiation and soul grace.  

• Finger (right middle) - indicates that one is using his mental faculties on a higher level, 

or that his thoughts are approved by the heavenly Presences. 

• Fingers (right small) (Research #34, p.202) - to see the right small finger indicates that 

one is fulfilling reverence, and that he has a sacred approach to the religious and spiritual 

life. 

• Fingers (right thumb) - one is being initiated into the higher will, and therefore will 
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receive certain lessons relating to the modification in the use of the will; and in time will 

attain spiritual authority. 

• Fingers (ten) - relate to the Zodiacal Overlords or Heavenly Hosts.  The hands and the 

ten fingers are the symbols of the Great Law or the Dharma.  The nervous system in the 

palm of the hand works directly with the Gleaming Brain.  The palm of the hand is one of 

the great centers of the Eternals.2 

Fire - purification, initiation. 

Fire alarm (ark) - warning of violent consequences caused by hatred. 

Fire (controlled) - one is protected during cleansing. 

Fire hose (ark) - flow of emotional life force to extinguish initiatory fire. 

Fire (out of control) - one is being warned of violent results due to hatred.  Also indicates 

sickness with fever.   

Fireman (ark) - cosmic helper rescuing one from danger. 

Fireplace - the hearth in the house indicates the Guardian Angel watching over the house. 

Fireplace (lit) - fire on the hearth indicates that the life in the body, or the house, is functioning 

as a living force. 

Fire (house on fire) - means consummation, purification and renunciation. 

Fire truck (ark) - cosmic assistance during purification. 

Fish - symbol of a Christ initiate; represents etheric action;i a symbol for the dedicated follower 

of the Christ.3 (IS) - Jesus:  Healing - Light Stream #6. 

Fish (dark gray with black spots) (ark) - represents discipline of the will in order to avoid death 

or danger. 

Fish (deep-sea) - an initiate of deep emotions, with capacity to master astral conditions. 

Fish (deep sea [landing]) - landing a deep-sea fish indicates the disciple has entered has entered 

into deeper and more sensitized spiritual action.ii 

Fish (dying) (ark) - impending death of an initiate. 

Fish (food) - symbol of a Christ initiate.  To eat fish in a dream indicates that one is partaking of 

spiritual truths as given from the Christ.  A certain sacrament action denoting union with the 

light. 

 
2Ann Ree Colton, Galaxy Gate I, p. 225. 
3Jonathan Murro, The Path of Virtue, p. 101. 
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Fish (serving food) - serving spiritual truths to a Christ initiate.   

Fish (gills) - indicates one who lives in the obsolete past; research into primitive memory; 

egotism in a person of unrealistic nature. 

Fish (muddy water) - indicates a confused situation caused by passive and deviating action. 

Fish (fresh water) - evangelistic convert. 

Fish (Marlin) - a disciple with deep emotions and somber temperament, willing to accept 

discipline. 

Fish (piranha) (ark) - vicious persecution by initiates. 

Fish (dolphin/porpoise) - a cherubim ambassador; a jolly angelic occurrence. 

Fish (salmon) (jm) - a devotee on the Path of Virtue.4   

Fish (salt water) - one who will eventually work with the humanities. 

Fish (school of fish) (jm) - a group of initiates. 

Fish (swimming right) - a fish swimming toward the right in pure water is a convert of Christ. 

Fish (swimming left) - an astral floater. 

Fishtail (dry and brittle) (ark) - power and ability to maneuver the astral plane has been 

curtailed from inflexibility.   

Fishtail (severed; falling off) (ark) - power and ability to maneuver the astral plane has been 

greatly diminished or severed.   

Fish (tropical) - denotes temporary plateau of evolvement. 

Fisherman’s net (ark) - a fisherman for the Christ. 

Fishing - indicates a new disciple or initiate is soon to appear on the horizon. 

Flag (national) (ark) - symbol of a nation’s archetype. 

Flame (perpetual) (IS) - Guardian Angel. 

Flannel (touching) ark - used in night instruction to train one’s sensitivity as to texture in touch. 

Fleece Initiation (golden) - gaining the prize of the soul. 

Flesh (white) (dc) - white stone. 

Fleur de lis - the symbol of Mary, the mother of Jesus; symbol of telepathy from a Cosmos 

Disciple; symbol of immortality; spiritual purity; symbol of eternity and eternal initiation. 

Floor (ark) - support from one's foundations. 

 
4Jonathan Murro, The Path of Virtue, p. 101. 
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Floor (falling to the floor) (ark) - one is in need of support.  (Take note of what has fallen to the 

floor to deepen your understanding.) 

Floor (falling to a wood floor) (ark) - one is in need of physical support. 

Floor (wood) (ark) - physical support.    

Floor (1st) - relates to one’s everyday contacts in the physical world. 

Floor (2nd) - relates to one’s individuality or ego, as one thinks himself to be; relates also to 

one’s secret vanities and use of the will. 

Floor (3rd) - relates to the mind and its functioning as a vehicle of higher consciousness. 

Floor (teacher or being with feet on floor) (IS) - means the one seen is living on the earth.  If 

his feet are above floor, he is in the etheric or omniscient state.  If he is seated in a yoga posture, 

this is the sign of Master-omnipresent powers or being permanently conjoined with his protégé 

apprentice in the earth. 

Flour (wheat) - to be hospitable. 

Flower (torn petal) (ark) - tearing or injury to one’s greater love-expression. 

Flowers - blossoms of the soul; soul memory.  To see flowers in a dream, one has partaken of a 

special token of grace and is near the saints.  Flowers correlate to the healing musics of heaven; 

they also correlate to the Cherubim Angels, because flowers are ambassadors of healing and joy. 

Flowers are the bridal garment of nature. Whenever flowers are in season, there is a wedding 

between the soul of man and the angels. 

Flowers (artificial) - artificial flowers become in time, an irritant to the senses and an offense to 

the pure ether in the eye. 

Flowers (budding) - inspire men to be poetically creative. 

Flowers (bulbs, roots and seeds) - correlate to the fourth light stream which is the forming and 

shaping light stream and is under the direction of the Father Principle. 

Flowers (in dreams or meditation) - one has entered into a degree of evolvement wherein he 

stands upon the threshold of greater love-expression. When one enters into floral symbology in 

the dream world, one is nigh to the verbal logos of his soul. To see a flower in dreams or 

meditation one receives either an anointing or a stirring as flowers are emotional and always 

relate to emotional symbols. 

Flowers (in meditation) - when flowers seen in meditation, one has entered into a degree of 

evolvement wherein he stands upon the threshold of greater love-expression. 
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Flowers (poisonous) - plants producing flowers that have milky or white substance in their stems 

are astral plants that soak up or absorb the astral poisons in the community or environment such 

as poinsettias.  Certain poison flowers are astral plants, healing diseases of the mind and 

emotions.  These poisonous flowers are mediators for man’s unknowing: sweet pea, lantana, 

hyacinth, lily of the valley, iris, foxglove, wisteria, mountain laurel, castor bean, yew and 

rhododendron. 

Flowers (spiritual) - every person has a physical flower correlating to his natal sign, to his light 

stream and his sacred name.  Through continued meditation and alignment with his higher self, 

his spiritual flower will be revealed to him.   

Flowers (stamen, pollen) - creates a healing balm in the atmosphere. 

Flowers (stem) - in each flower there is a tone correlating to the life-tone of the atom whence the 

flower stems. 

Flowers (stirred by its beauty) - when one is stirred by the beauty within a flower, something of 

compassion, of tenderness, and of reverence enters into his being. 

Flower (touching) - used in night instruction to train one’s sensitivity as to texture in touch.   

Flowers (with thorns) - symbolic of man’s stigmata gained through initiation. 

Fly (151-2) - a parasitical, infectious communicant; a contagious carrier of unproven opinions; a 

spreader of malice; malicious thinking from someone; a contagious sickness; a carrier of psychic 

negation. 

Fly (horsefly) (154) - cleaning out of the Augean stables; to bring the will back into purity. 

Flying - higher etheric body. 

Fog (ark) - mental deliberation and analysis. 

Food - indicates one of the following:  spiritual nourishment; training of the palate; need for 

certain nutriments; evaluation as to greed or gluttony; symbol to determine location and 

placement in former lives. 

Food (dog) (ark) - represents lower astral plane spiritual nourishment. 

Food (hot) - over aggressive learning. 

Food (preparation) (ark) - preparation for spiritual nourishment. 

Food (sweet) - indulgences; obesity lusts for food. 

Food (warm) - to baby; to comfort. 

Foot - (see also feet and legs.) 
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Foot (kicking an object) - if one sees a foot kicking an object, it is the symbol that he is refusing 

to face his own weaknesses and shortcomings and is therefore emotionally immature. 

Foot (kicking position) - if one sees a foot in a kicking position, this indicates that the lower will 

is being asserted. 

Foot (kicking an object) - it is a symbol that he is refusing to face his own weaknesses and 

shortcomings and is therefore emotionally immature. 

Foot (kicked by a person) - one is being told that he has misplaced his love or admiration. 

Foot (right) kicking a person - indicates that one should search his heart as to revengeful 

tendencies. 

Foot (left) - to dream of the left foot means one is lagging even though he has spiritual potential. 

Foot (open bleeding wound on either foot) - indicates that one has attained stigmata and is now 

a true disciple of the Lord Jesus. 

Foot (right) (dc) - physical progress; decisions on physical plane; healing powers. 

Foot (right) - the right foot in a dream or vision is the progressive foot. 

Foot (right) stigmata or wound - indicates initiation through the will and will power, its use, and 

relates to the first chakra at the base of the spine. 

Football - a test of strength.  To test one’s warrior nature. 

Forehead (ark) - authority. 

Forehead (band or ribbon on forehead) - symbol of restraint due to authority. 

Forehead (hair low on forehead) - indicates that one is to receive a mental shock or some 

restraint upon his imaginative faculties; also indicates tribal genesis tendencies. 

Forehead (rounded) - to dream of a rounded forehead indicates joyousness, joviality, generosity. 

Fork (ark) - support for the receiving of spiritual knowledge.  

Fountain (341) - woman master. A teacher of the law of God. 5 

Fox - cunning mind; a manipulator. 

Frame (picture) (ark) - initiation to preserve instruction related to limitations and boundaries 

(enclosure energy).  (Note the contents of picture for deeper understanding). 

Friends - marking and tracing choices …why did I do this? 

Fruit - may be an allegorical symbol of temptation, or the eating of forbidden fruit and the 

 
5Ann Ree Colton, Archetypal Statements, pg. 428. 
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gaining of forbidden knowledge. 

Fruit (dried) - indicates condensed solar etheric sugar aiding blood and digestion. 

Fruit (green) - green fruits symbolize grace to be earned.     

Fruit juice - (ark) concentrated knowledge.   

Freeway - tried and proven fast path. 

Freeway - (exchange ramp) - taking a new direction on a tried and proven fast path. 

French fries (ark) - indulgence in desire for authority. 

Frog (ark) - a cosmic symbol of germinated life; atavistic memory; portrays the will to survive. 

A symbol of rebirth, resurrection; fertility; transformation. 

Frog (kiss on the head) (ark) - receiving a token of the Holy Spirit through a rebirth or 

resurrection. 

Front door (entryway) - to be in an entry way before the main door of the house means that one 

has yet to be accepted as a disciple. 

Fur (touching) - used in night instruction to train one’s sensitivity as to texture in touch. 

Furnishings (antique wood) (ark) - represents spiritual thoughts detained in the past. 

Furniture and decorations (new) (dc) - represents four planes of mind; born anew; new 

beginning; a state of grace. 

Fuse (electrical) (ark) - lower astral power. 

 
i.  Ann Ree Colton, The Contributor, Vol. 1, No. 17, p. 122. 
ii.  Ibid.., No. 15. P. 110. 


